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i’m homer, the blind brother. i  didn’t lose my sight

all at once, it was like the movies, a slow  fade- out. When I was

told what was happening I was interested to measure it, I was in

my late teens then, keen on everything. What I did this partic-

ular winter was to stand back from the lake in Central Park

where they did all their ice skating and see what I could see and

 couldn’t see as a  day- by- day thing. The houses over to Central

Park West went first, they got darker as if dissolving into the

dark sky until I  couldn’t make them out, and then the trees

began to lose their shape, and then finally, this was toward the

end of the season, maybe it was late February of that very cold

winter, and all I could see were these phantom shapes of the ice

skaters floating past me on a field of ice, and then the white ice,

that last light, went gray and then altogether black, and then all

my sight was gone though I could hear clearly the scoot scut of

the blades on the ice, a very satisfying sound, a soft sound

though full of intention, a deeper tone than you’d expect made

by the skate blades, perhaps for having sounded the resonant

basso of the water under the ice, scoot scut, scoot scut. I would

hear someone going someplace fast, and then the twirl into that

long scurratch as the skater spun to a stop, and then I laughed

too for the joy of that ability of the skater to come to a dead stop

all at once, going along scoot scut and then scurratch.

Of course I was sad too, but it was lucky this happened to me
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when I was so young with no idea of being disabled, moving on

in my mind to my other capacities like my exceptional hearing,

which I trained to a degree of alertness that was almost visual.

Langley said I had ears like a bat and he tested that proposition,

as he liked to subject everything to review. I was of course fa-

miliar with our house, all four storeys of it, and could navigate

every room and up and down the stairs without hesitation,

knowing where everything was by memory. I knew the drawing

room, our father’s study, our mother’s sitting room, the dining

room with its eighteen chairs and the walnut long table, the

butler’s pantry and the kitchens, the parlor, the bedrooms, I re-

membered how many of the carpeted steps there were between

the floors, I  didn’t even have to hold on to the railing, you could

watch me and if you  didn’t know me you  wouldn’t know my

eyes were dead. But Langley said the true test of my hearing ca-

pacity would come when no memory was involved, so he

shifted things around a bit, taking me into the music room,

where he had earlier rolled the grand piano around to a differ-

ent corner and had put the Japanese folding screen with the

herons in water in the middle of the room, and for good mea -

sure twirled me around in the doorway till my entire sense of

direction was obliterated, and I had to laugh because don’t you

know I walked right around that folding screen and sat down at

the piano exactly as if I knew where he had put it, as I did, I

could hear surfaces, and I said to Langley, A blind bat whistles,

that’s the way he does it, but I  didn’t have to whistle, did I? He

was truly amazed, Langley is the older of us by two years, and I

have always liked to impress him in whatever way I could. At
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this time he was already a college student in his first year at Co-

lumbia. How do you do it? he said. This is of scientific interest.

I said: I feel shapes as they push the air away, or I feel heat from

things, you can turn me around till I’m dizzy, but I can still tell

where the air is filled in with something solid.

And there were other compensations as well. I had tutors for

my education and then, of course, I was comfortably enrolled in

the West End Conservatory of Music, where I had been a stu-

dent since my sighted years. My skill as a pianist rendered my

blindness acceptable in the social world. As I grew older, people

spoke of my gallantry, and the girls certainly liked me. In our

New York society of those days, one parental means of ensuring

a daughter’s marriage to a suitable husband was to warn her,

from birth it seemed, to watch out for men and to not quite

trust them. This was well before the Great War, when the days

of the flapper and women smoking cigarettes and drinking

martinis were in the unimaginable future. So a handsome

young blind man of reputable family was particularly attractive

insofar as he could not, even in secret, do anything untoward.

His helplessness was very alluring to a woman trained since

birth, herself, to be helpless. It made her feel strong, in com-

mand, it could bring out her sense of pity, it could do lots of

things, my sightlessness. She could express herself, give herself

to her  pent- up feelings, as she could not safely do with a normal

fellow. I dressed very well, I could shave myself with my straight

razor and never nick the skin, and at my instructions the barber

kept my hair a bit longer than it was being worn in that day, so

that when at some gathering I sat at the piano and played the
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Appassionata, for instance, or the Revolutionary Étude, my hair

would fly about—I had a lot of it then, a good thick mop of

brown hair parted in the middle and coming down each side of

my head. Franz Lisztian hair is what it was. And if we were sit-

ting on a sofa and no one was about, a young lady friend might

kiss me, touch my face and kiss me, and I, being blind, could put

my hand on her thigh without seeming to have that intention,

and so she might gasp, but would leave it there for fear of em-

barrassing me.

I should say that as a man who never married I have been

particularly sensitive to women, very appreciative in fact, and let

me admit right off that I had a sexual experience or two in this

time I am describing, this time of my blind city life as a hand-

some young fellow not yet twenty, when our parents were still

alive and had many soirees, and entertained the very best peo-

ple of the city in our home, a monumental tribute to late Victo-

rian design that would be bypassed by modernity—as for

instance the interior fashions of our family friend Elsie de

Wolfe, who, after my father  wouldn’t allow her to revamp the

entire place, never again set foot in our manse—and which I 

always found comfortable, solid, dependable, with its big up-

holstered pieces, or tufted Empire side chairs, or heavy drapes

over the curtains on the  ceiling- to- floor windows, or medieval

tapestries hung from gilt poles, and  bow- windowed bookcases,

thick Persian rugs, and standing lamps with tasseled shades 

and matching chinois amphora that you could almost step

into . . . it was all very eclectic, being a record of sorts of our

parents’ travels, and cluttered it might have seemed to outsiders,

e. l. d o c t o r ow
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but it seemed normal and right to us and it was our legacy,

Langley’s and mine, this sense of living with things assertively

inanimate, and having to walk around them.

Our parents went abroad for a month every year, sailing

away on one ocean liner or another, waving from the railing of

some great three-  or  four- stacker—the Carmania? the Maure-

tania? the Neuresthania?—as she pulled away from the dock.

They looked so small up there, as small as I felt with my hand

in the tight hand of my nurse, and the ship’s horn sounding in

my feet and the gulls flying about as if in celebration, as if some-

thing really fine was going on. I used to wonder what would

happen to my father’s patients while he was away, for he was a

prominent women’s doctor and I worried that they would get

sick and maybe die, waiting for him to return.

Even as my parents were running around England, or Italy,

or Greece or Egypt, or wherever they were, their return was

presaged by things in crates delivered to the back door by the

Railway Express Company: ancient Islamic tiles, or rare books,

or a marble water fountain, or busts of Romans with no noses or

missing ears, or antique armoires with their fecal smell.

And then, finally, with great huzzahs, there, after I’d almost

forgotten all about them, would be Mother and Father them-

selves stepping out of the cab in front of our house, and carry-

ing in their arms such treasures as  hadn’t preceded them. They

were not entirely thoughtless parents for there were always

presents for Langley and me, things to really excite a boy, like an

antique toy train that was too delicate to play with, or a  gold-

 plated hairbrush.

ho m e r  & l a ng l e y
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we did some traveling as well, my brother and I, being

habitual summer campers in our youth. Our camp was in

Maine on a coastal plateau of woods and fields, a good place to

appreciate Nature. The more our country lay under blankets of

factory smoke, the more the coal came rattling up from the

mines, the more our massive locomotives thundered through

the night and big harvesting machines sliced their way through

the crops and black cars filled the streets, blowing their horns

and crashing into one another, the more the American people

worshipped Nature. Most often this devotion was relegated to

the children. So there we were living in primitive cabins in

Maine, boys and girls in adjoining camps.

I was in the fullness of my senses, then. My legs were limber

and my arms strong and sinewy and I could see the world with

all the unconscious happiness of a  fourteen- year- old. Not far

from the camps, on a bluff overlooking the ocean, was a meadow

profuse with wild blackberry bushes, and one afternoon num-

bers of us were there plucking the ripe blackberries and biting

into their wet warm pericarped pulp, competing with flights of

bumblebees, as we raced them from one bush to another and

stuffed the berries into our mouths till the juice dripped down

our chins. The air was thickened with floating communities of

gnats that rose and fell, expanding and contracting, like astro-

nomical events. And the sun shone on our heads, and behind us

at the foot of the cliff were the black and silver rocks patiently

taking and breaking apart the waves and, beyond that, the glit-
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tering sea radiant with shards of sun, and all of it in my clear eyes

as I turned in triumph to this one girl with whom I had bonded,

Eleanor was her name, and stretched my arms wide and bowed

as the magician who had made it for her. And somehow when

the others moved on we lingered conspiratorially behind a

thicket of blackberry bushes until the sound of them was gone

and we were there unattended, having broken camp rules, and so

 self- defined as more  grown- up than anyone believed, though we

grew reflective walking back, holding hands without even realiz-

ing it.

Is there any love purer than this, when you don’t even know

what it is? She had a moist warm hand, and dark eyes and hair,

this Eleanor. Neither of us was embarrassed by the fact that she

was a good head taller than me. I remember her lisp, the way

her tongue tip was caught between her teeth when she pro-

nounced her S’s. She was not one of the socially  self- assured

ones who abounded in the girls’ side of the camp. She wore the

uniform green shirt and gray bloomers they all wore but she was

something of a loner, and in my eyes she seemed distinguished,

fetching, thoughtful, and in some state of longing analogous to

my own—for what, neither of us could have said. This was my

first declared affection and so serious that even Langley, who

lived in another cabin with his age group, did not tease me. I

wove a lanyard for Eleanor and cut and stitched a model birch

bark canoe for her.

Oh, but this is a sad tale I have wandered into. The boys’ and

girls’ camps were separated by a stand of woods through the

length of which was a tall wire fence of the kind to keep animals
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out and so it was a major escapade at night for the older boys to

climb over or dig under this fence and challenge authority by

running through the girls’ camp shouting and dodging pursuing

counselors, and banging on cabin doors so as to elicit delighted

shrieks. But Eleanor and I breached the fence to meet after

everyone was asleep and to wander about under the stars and

talk philosophically about life. And that’s how it happened that

on one warm August night we found ourselves down the road a

mile or so at a lodge dedicated like our camp to getting back to

nature. But it was for adults, for parents. Attracted by a flicker-

ing light in the otherwise dark manse we tiptoed up on the

porch and through the window saw a shocking thing, what in

later time would be called a blue movie. Its licentious demon-

stration was taking place on a portable screen something like a

large window shade. In the reflected light we could see in sil-

houette an audience of attentive adults leaning forward in their

chairs and sofas. I remember the sound of the projector not that

far from the open window, the whirring sound it made, like a

field of cicadas. The woman on the screen, naked but for a pair

of  high- heeled shoes, lay on her back on a table and the man,

also naked, stood holding her legs under the knees so that she

was proffered to receive his organ, of which he made sure first

to exhibit its enormity to his audience. He was an ugly bald

skinny man with just that one disproportionate feature to dis-

tinguish him. As he shoved himself again and again into the

woman she was given to pulling her hair while her legs kicked

up convulsively, each shoe tip jabbing the air in rapid succes-

sion, as if she’d been jolted with an electric current. I was rapt—
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horrified, but also thrilled to a level of unnatural feeling that

was akin to nausea. I do not wonder now that with the inven-

tion of moving pictures, their pornographic possibilities were

immediately understood.

Did my friend gasp, did she tug at my hand to pull me away?

If she did I would not have noticed. But when I was sufficiently

recovered in my senses I turned and she was nowhere to be seen.

I ran back the way we had come, and on this moonlit night, a

night as black and white as the film, I could see no one on the

road ahead of me. The summer had some weeks to go but my

friend Eleanor never spoke to me again, or even looked my way,

a decision I accepted as an accomplice, by gender, of the male

performer. She was right to run from me, for on that night ro-

mance was unseated in my mind and in its place was enthroned

the idea that sex was something you did to them, to all of them

including poor shy tall Eleanor. It is a puerile illusion, hardly

worthy of a  fourteen- year- old mind, yet it persists among

grown men even as they meet women more avidly copulative

than they.

Of course part of me watching that tawdry little film felt no

less betrayed by the adult world than did my Eleanor. I don’t

mean to imply that my mother and father were among that 

audience—they weren’t. In fact when I confided in Langley, we

agreed that our father and mother were exempt from the race of

the carnally afflicted. We were not so childish as to think our

parents indulged in sex merely the two times it took to conceive

us. But it was a propriety of their generation that love was prac-

ticed in the dark and never mentioned or acknowledged at any
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other time. Life was made tolerable by its formalities. Even the

most intimate relationships were addressed in formal terms.

Our father was never without his fresh collar and tie and vested

suit, I simply don’t remember him dressed any other way. His

steel gray hair was cut short, and he wore a brush mustache and

 pince- nez quite unaware that he was aping the look of the then

president. And our mother, with her ample figure girdled in the

style of that day, with her abundant hair swept up and pinned

cornucopically, was a figure of matronly abundance. The women

of her generation wore their skirts to the ankles. They did not

have the vote, a fact that my mother found not at all disturb-

ing, though some of her friends were suffragettes. Langley said

about our parents that their marriage was made in Heaven. He

meant by this not a great romance, but that our mother and 

father in their youth had conformed their lives dutifully to bib-

lical specifications.

People my age are supposed to remember times long past

though they can’t recall what happened yesterday. My memo-

ries of our long-dead parents are considerably dimmed, as if

having fallen further and further back in time has made them

smaller, with less visible detail as if time has become space, be-

come distance, and figures from the past, even your father and

mother, are too far away to be recognized. They are fixed in

their own time, which has rolled down behind the planetary

horizon. They and their times and all its concerns have gone

down together. I can remember a girl I knew slightly, like that

Eleanor, but of my parents, for instance, I remember not one

word that either of them ever said.
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which brings me to Langley’s Theory of Replacements.

When it was first expounded I’m not sure, though I remem-

ber thinking there was something collegiate about it.

I have a theory, he said to me. Everything in life gets re-

placed. We are our parents’ replacements just as they were re-

placements of the previous generation. All these herds of bison

they are slaughtering out west, you would think that was the

end of them, but they won’t all be slaughtered and the herds will

fill back in with replacements that will be indistinguishable

from the ones slaughtered.

I said, Langley, people aren’t all the same like dumb bison,

we are each a person. A genius like Beethoven cannot be re-

placed.

But, you see, Homer, Beethoven was a genius for his time.

We have the notations of his genius but he is not our genius.

We will have our geniuses, and if not in music then in science or

art, though it may take a while to recognize them because ge-

niuses are usually not recognized right away. Besides, it’s not

what any of them achieve but how they stand in relation to the

rest of us. Who is your favorite baseballer? he said.

Walter Johnson, I said.

And what is he if not a replacement for Cannonball 

Titcomb, Langley said. You see? It’s social constructions I’m

talking about. One of the constructions is for us to have athletes

to admire, to create ourselves as an audience of admirers for

baseballers. This seems to be a means of cultural communizing
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that creates great social satisfaction and possibly ritualizes, what

with baseball teams of different towns, our tendency to murder

one another. Human beings are not bison, we are a more com-

plex species, living in complicated social constructions, but we

replace ourselves just as they do. There will always be in Amer-

ica for as long as baseball is played someone who serves youth

still to be born as Walter Johnson serves you. It is a legacy of

ours to have baseball heroes and so there will always be one.

Well you are saying everything is always the same as if there

is no progress, I said.

I’m not saying there’s no progress. There is progress while at

the same time nothing changes. People make things like auto-

mobiles, discover things like radio waves. Of course they do.

There will be better pitchers than your Walter Johnson, as hard

as that is to believe. But time is something else than what I’m

talking about. It advances through us as we replace ourselves to

fill the slots.

By this time I knew Langley’s theory was something he was

making up as he went along. What slots? I said.

Why are you too thick in the head to understand this? The

slots for geniuses, and baseballers and millionaires and kings.

Is there a slot for blind people? I said. I was remembering,

just as I said that, the way the eye doctor I’d been taken to

shined a light in my eyes and muttered something in Latin as if

the English language had no words for the awfulness of my fate.

For the blind, yes, and for the deaf, and for King Leopold’s

slaves in the Congo, Langley said.

In the next few minutes I had to listen carefully to see if he
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was still in the room because he had stopped talking. Then I felt

his hand on my shoulder. At which point I understood that

what Langley called his Theory of Replacements was his bitter-

ness of life or despair of it.

Langley, I remember saying, your theory needs more work.

Apparently he thought so too, for it was at this time that he

began to save the daily newspapers.

it was my brother, not either of my parents, who was in

the habit of reading to me once I could no longer read for my-

self. Of course I had my books in Braille. I read all of Gibbon in

Braille. In the second century of the Christian era, the Empire of

Rome comprehended the fairest part of the earth, and the most civi-

lized portion of mankind . . . I still believe that is a sentence more

deliciously felt with one’s fingers than seen with one’s eyes.

Langley read aloud to me from the popular books of the day—

Jack London’s The Iron Heel, and his stories of the Far North, or

A. Conan Doyle’s The Valley of Fear, about Sherlock Holmes

and the fiendish Moriarty—but before he switched to newspa-

pers, reading to me of the war in Europe to which he was des-

tined to go, Langley used to bring back from the secondhand

bookshops slim volumes of poetry and read from them as if

poems were news. Poems have ideas, he said. The ideas of

poems come out of their emotions and their emotions are car-

ried on images. That makes poems far more interesting than

your novels, Homer. Which are only stories.

I don’t remember the names of the poets Langley found so
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newsworthy, nor did the poems stick in my mind but for a line

or two. But they pop up in my thoughts usually unbidden and

they give me pleasure when I recite them to myself. Like Gener-

ations have trod, have trod, have trod / And all is seared with trade,

bleared, smeared with toil . . .—there’s a Langleyan idea for you.

when he was going off to war, my parents had a dinner for

him, just the family at table—a good roast of beef, and the smell

of candle wax and my mother weeping and apologizing for

weeping and my father clearing his throat as he proposed a

toast. Langley was to embark that night. Our soldier in the

family was going over there to take the place of a dead Allied

soldier, just according to his theory. At the front door I felt his

face to memorize it at that moment, a long straight nose, a

mouth set grimly, a pointed chin, much like my own, and then

the overseas cap in his hand, and the rough cloth of his uni-

form, and the puttees on his legs. He had skinny legs, Langley.

He stood straight and tall, taller and straighter than he would

ever be again.

So there I was—without my brother for the first time in my

life. I found myself as if vaulted into my own young indepen -

dent manhood. That would be tested soon enough because of

the Spanish flu pandemic that hit the city in 1918 and like some

great predatory bird swooped down and took off both our par-

ents. My father died first because he was associated with the

Bellevue Hospital and that’s where he came down with it. Nat-

urally, my mother soon followed. I call them my father and
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mother when I think of them dying so suddenly and painfully,

choking to death in a matter of hours, which is the way the

Spanish flu did people in.

To this day I don’t like to think about their deaths. It is true

that with the onset of my blindness there had been a kind of a

retrenchment of whatever feelings they had for me, as if an in-

vestment they had made had not paid off and they were cutting

their losses. Nevertheless, nevertheless, this was the final aban-

donment, a trip from which they were not to return, and I was

shaken.

It was said that the Spanish flu was taking mostly young

people though in our case it was the opposite. I was spared

though I did feel poorly for a while. I had to handle the

arrangements for Mother as she had handled them for her hus-

band before she too went and died, as if she  couldn’t bear to be

away from him for a moment. I went to the same mortician she

had used. Burying people was a roaring business at this time,

the usual unctuous formalities were dispensed with and corpses

were transported speedily to their graves by men whose muffled

voices led me to understand they were wearing gauze masks.

Prices had risen too: by the time Mother died the exact same

arrangements she had made for Father cost double. They had

had many friends, a large social circle, but only one or two dis-

tant cousins turned up for the obsequies, everyone else sitting

home behind locked doors or going on to their own funerals.

My parents are together for eternity at the Woodlawn Ceme-

tery up past what was the village of Fordham, though it is all the

Bronx now, and of course unless there’s an earthquake.
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At this time of the flu, Langley, gone to war in Europe with

the AEF, was reported missing. An army officer had come to

the door to deliver the news. Are you sure? I said. How do you

know? Is this your way of saying he’s been killed? No? Then you

are not saying anything more than that you don’t know any-

thing. So why are you here?

Of course I had acted badly. I remember I had to calm my-

self by going to my father’s whiskey cabinet and taking a slug of

something right from the bottle. I asked myself if it was possi-

ble for my entire family to be wiped out in the space of a month

or two. I decided it was not possible. It was not like my brother

to desert me. There was something about Langley’s worldview,

firmly in place at his birth, though perhaps polished to a shine

at Columbia College, that would confer godlike immunity to

such an ordinary fate as death in a war: it was innocents who

died, not those born with the strength of no illusions.

So once I persuaded myself of that, whatever state I was in,

it was nothing like a mourning state. I was not grieving, I was

waiting.

And then of course, through the slot in the front door, a let-

ter from my brother from a hospital in Paris dated a week after

I had received the official visit telling me he was missing in ac-

tion. I had Siobhan our maid read the letter to me. Langely had

been gassed on the western front. Nothing fatal, he said, and

with certain compensations from attentive army nurses. When

they tired of him, he said, he would be sent home.

Siobhan, a pious Irishwoman of a certain age, did not like to

read of the attentions of army nurses, but I was laughing with
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relief and so she relented and had to admit how happy she was

that Mr. Langley was alive and sounding just like himself.

until my brother got home, there I was alone in the house

but for the staff, a butler, a cook, and two maids, all of whom

had rooms and one bath on the top floor. You will ask how a

blind man handles his business affairs with servants in the

house who might think how easy it would be to steal some-

thing. It was the butler I worried about, not that he had actually

done anything. But he was too slyly solicitous of me, now that I

was in charge and no longer the son. So I fired him and kept the

cook and the two maids, Siobhan and the younger Hungarian

girl Julia, who smelled of almonds and whom I eventually took

to bed. Actually he was not just a butler, Wolf, but a  butler-

 chauffeur and sometime handyman. And when we still had a

carriage he would bring it around from the stable on  Ninety-

 third street and drive my father to the hospital at the crack of

dawn. My father had been very fond of him. But he was a Ger-

man, this Wolf, and while his accent was slight he could not put

his verbs anywhere but at the end of the sentence. I had never

forgiven him for the way he whipped our carriage horse, Jack,

than whom no finer or more gallant a steed has ever lived, and

though he had been in the family’s employ since I could re-

member, Wolf, I mean, and while I could tell from his footsteps

that he was no longer the youngest of men, we were, after all, at

war with the Germans and so I fired him. He told me he knew

that was the reason though I of course denied it. I said to him,

ho m e r  & l a ng l e y
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What is Wolf short for? Wolfgang, he said. Yes, I said, and that

is why I’m firing you because you have no right to the name of

the greatest genius in the history of music.

Even though I was giving him a nice packet of  send- off

money, he had the ill grace to curse me and leave by the front

door, which he slammed for good measure.

But as I say it took some working out to settle my father’s es-

tate with his lawyers and to arrange some means of dealing with

boring household management. I enlisted one of the junior

clerks at the family bank to do the bookkeeping and once a

week I put on a suit and slapped a derby on my head and set off

down Fifth Avenue to the Corn Exchange. It was a good walk.

I used a stick but really  didn’t need it having made a practice as

soon as I knew my eyes were fading of surveying and storing in

my memory everything for twenty blocks south and north, and

as far east as First Avenue and to the paths in the park across

the street all the way to Central Park West. I knew the length of

the blocks by the number of steps it took from curb to curb. I

was just as happy not to have to see the embarrassing Renais-

sance mansions of the robber barons to the south of us. I was a

vigorous walker and gauged the progress of our times by the

changing sounds and smells of the streets. In the past the car-

riages and the equipages hissed or squeaked or groaned, the

drays rattled, the beer wagons pulled by teams passed thunder-

ously, and the beat behind all this music was the clopping of the

hooves. Then the combustive  put- put of the motorcars was

added to the mix and gradually the air lost its organic smell of

hide and leather, the odor of horse manure on hot days did not
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hang like a miasma over the street nor did one now often hear

that  wide- pan shovel of the street cleaners shlushing it up, and

eventually, at this particular time I am describing, it was all me-

chanical, the noise, as fleets of cars sailed past in both direc-

tions, horns tooting and policemen blowing their whistles.

I liked the nice sharp sound of my stick on the granite steps

of the bank. And inside I sensed the architecture of high ceil-

ings and marble walls and pillars from the  hollowed- out mur-

mur of voices and the chill on my ears. These were the days I

thought I was acting responsibly, carrying on as a replacement

of the previous Collyers as if I was hoping for their posthumous

approval. And then Langley came home from the World War

and I realized how foolish I had been.

despite the assurances of his letter, my brother returned

was a different man. His voice was a kind of gargle and he kept

coughing and clearing his throat. He had been a clear tenor

when he left, and would sing the old arias as I played them. Not

now. I felt his face and the hollowness of his cheeks and the

sharpness of his cheekbones. And he had scars. When he re-

moved his uniform I felt more scars on his bare back, and also

small craters where blisters had been raised by the mustard gas.

He said: We are supposed to go on parade, marching in lock-

step, one battalion after another, as if war is an orderly thing, as

if there has been a victory. I will not parade. It is for idiots.

But we won, I said. It’s Armistice.

You want my rifle? Here. And he thrust it into my hands.
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